
FAST TYPING



ONE STORY ..



What we can do ?



FIVE tips for fast typing



1.) Use the correct
starting position

• When practicing your typing skills, it’s
important to use proper hand
placement. To start, keep your fingers
positioned over the home row keys
(left hand over the A, S, D, and F keys, 
and the right hand over the J, K, L, and ; 
keys), with your thumbs hovering over 
the space bar. From here, you can
move your fingers slightly to reach
neighboring keys. Your hands should
always return this starting position.

• These conventions are meant to help
you familiarize yourself with the
keyboard. As you become more 
experienced, you can experiment with
different variations of this starting
position to find the placement that is
most comfortable and natural for you.



2.) Don’t look down
your hands

• Instead of looking down at your
hands, focus on your screen. This
can be difficult at first, especially
if you have not yet mastered the
exact placement of the keys. 
However, looking at the screen
will help improve your accuracy
because you will be able to catch
your typos as they occur. You’ll
also begin to memorize the
placement of the keys, so you’ll
be able to type more quickly as 
you practice.



3.) Maintain good posture

• Sitting in an upright position is
going to make it easier to type 
faster. If you are used to 
slouching in your chair or working
from the couch, try moving to a 
straight-backed chair or working
at your desk.



4.) Find a comfortable
position for your hands

• The wrong hand placement can
make it uncomfortable to type for
extended periods of time. The
space bar of your keyboard
should be centered with your
body, so that you are not reading
your screen or typing from an
angle. As you type, rest your
elbows on the table and keep
your wrists slightly elevated. You
should never bend or angle your
wrists dramatically.



5.)PRACTICE ..

• https://10fastfingers.com/typing-test/english

Nothing is mastered overnight, and in order to really improve your typing accuracy and 
speed, you need to practice every day.



OR
• https://www.keybr.com/



set practice for 15 - 20 minutes



IN THE END ..


